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In the Season of Arab Discontent
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or minor, occurred in nearly every Arad country during this time. Most were initi

Uprisings, major

cur

ated by workers or students. At nrst they drew support both at home and

shroad. But outbursts of anger, even f they relieve some frustration, often
rollide with forces of reaction. Demonstrations turn into

scuffles, fights,

douds of tear gas, spraying water cannons, gunshots, and bomb blasts.

Entrenched regimes may resist bitterly, with lockups, torture, and unexplained mutilations and killing. In the Arab states where uprisings have
succeeded in changing leadership, such as Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya, the

forces of authoritarianism, militarism, and tribalism persist and may negate the democratic demands of some of the demonstrators. It is too early
to

speak of a revolution, and the Arab Spring has turned to bitter winter in

countries like Bahrain, Syria, Libya, and Yemen.
Any historian writing a textbook that includes the recent past walks on
eggshells. Events occur suddenly in the Middle East. Projections are haz
ardous. Who knows what a future reader will see as
having been the major
Middle Eastern events from 2008 to 2015? Let us
give you an example by

looking backward. At the dawn of the twentieth century, a burning issue
the building of a
Berlin-to-Baghdad railway by a German company.
Our forebears

was

believed this railway would enhance German power in the
Empire and harm the interests of Britain, France, and Russia. In
ntrast, few noticed that a
British subject obtained from the Persian gOv
nt a
concession that led to the first big oil discovery in the Middle
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SOME BACKGROUND

experienced large-scale popular uprisings ffrom

The Arab World has

North Africa to the Persian Gulf. They began in December 2010 in Tumi
isia
and spread the next month to Egypt. Since then, popular protests have

broken out in Syria, Jordan, Yemen, Bahrain, Libya, Iran, and elsewhera
Not all of these revolts are harbingers of spring. AS of this writing, that
confined to Tunisia and Egypt, and those revolts are likely
tensions between the army and the first
to be short lived. In Egypt,
Mohamed Morsi, ultimately led to his removal
elected

prospect seems

dema.

president,

cratically
and the

reinstatement

of the army to power in 2013, which arguably nulli.

fied the demands of the demonstrators. Elsewhere, suppression of popular
for a more equitable and democratic political environment has

aspirations
disillusionment.
brought misery and
We know
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conditions that lead to outbreaks of unrest: economic
intlation, and erosion of local

problems such as high unemployment, price due to "free-trade' policies;
caused
competition from abroad

by
enterprise
and enthat concentrates wealth in the ruling clique;
rampant corruption
the "state seeven criminal, repression by
trenched power that uses harsh,
some
criminal regimes. In all the Arab countries
curity services" to protect
have persisted for decades. Against this backdrop
or all of these problems
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in Tunisia and
or
of
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in some
people's demands, or if important Egypt,
acquiesces
ofthe securityservices or1the army refuse orders, more peopleelements
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their usual
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All the discontent
and hatred
that have built up over decades come pouring out in what Arabs called

"daysofrage."
the small crowds become huge, the regime
may offer half
ures such as cabinet shuftles, "dialogue"
committees, and

uhen
5. Ifand whe.

vague

nromises, hoping to sap the protests, as happened in Morocco and
p
Oman.

6.

If th nOonulace distrusts the half measures and the protests persist, the
dictatorial regimes may fall, or a brutal civil war may ensue, as is happening in Syria.

REBELLIONS ACROSS THE RECION
Most of the major events in the Arab Middle East from December 2010

uD to the time these lines are being written focus on the uprisings that we
Call the Arab Spring and on the repercussions and reactions that we might
call the Arab Fall and Winter.

Tunisia
Zayn al-Abidin ben 'Ali wielded dictatorial power in Tunisia for almost
a quarter century. Unemployment had hovered around 14 percent for
much of that time, but university graduates fared even worse: 25 percent
failed to find work. Many Tunisians saw no future for themselves or their
children. Corruption thrived among those close to the dictator's circle as
vell as within the police. The police force was a privileged element that

Doth protected and was protected by the regime. Its interests were thus
isolated from those of the
larger Tunisian population.
Ihis was the situation when, on 17 December 2010, Mohamed
Bouazizi,
Mohamed Bouazizi,
the
nty-six years old, had a confrontation with the police in town of
50uazizi's

sole

means

of support was a

cart from which he
his cart despite his

nd
vegetables. A policewoman confiscated
Dro
protest. The authorities refused to hear his subsequent appeal. This toxic
ix of economic despair, police brutality, and bureaucratic indifference
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to his plight led Bouazizi to set himselt on fire in front of the C:a

Sidi Bouid
municipal building. This was the atrocity that set off mass
in d
sia although other cases of selt-immolation had taken piaceprotests
ir
in previous vears in
Arab world.

Tunisia and Morocco, and,

ein other

indirectly, t

plofacesthe

the end of 2010, confrontations e r e
occurring daily
a
out Tunisia. Police violence escalated, but not
rapidly or
the
to quell
protests. On the eleventh day of the
Ben 'Ali went on TV to tell the
population that the protests
the economy and warned that demonstrators
harm
would be
firmly
His speech had little impact. Soon, the
puni m
poor and
were
were injoined
by large numbers of lawyers and students who
in solidar
with those who had been arrested,
and
By

nroughharshly
disturbanceeough
nough
would dent

unemployed

demonstrated

darity
injured, killed by the
in 2011 an
police.
anonymous cyberactivist organization
Early
proclaimed Operation
Tunisia, attacking government websites
and
them down. Then, in the second week of temporarily shutting some of
the
violence by ordering snipers to shoot January,into regime escalated the
randomly the
Instead of
quelling the protests, this action shocked most Tunisianscrowds.
and
earned the
protesters nationwide support.
At this point, 13 January, the
regime tried to save itself by offering
concessions. Abandoned by other members of his
regime, Ben 'Ali fled
the country the next day, whereupon the
police proceeded to arrest those
members of his family and allies who remained. This was the
period when
the

regime

tried to placate the protesters by
changing the faces of those
in charge. Cabinet ministers were shuftled around, as
surviving elements
of the ruling elite clung to power. The population continued to
protest,
insisting that any new government had to be free from the old ruling elite.
In a parallel development, internal order melted away along with the re-

gime's police force. Only then did the Tunisian army take charge.
Most Tunisians were willing to tolerate temporary army control, whicn

probably saved the country from civil war. The army was acceptablebecaus

unlike the police, the army rejected orders to shoot at the protesting crowas
The Tunisian army is a conscript force, and a relatively small one at
drawn from the whole population. Many of the soldiers would have deitu
an order

to fire

on

people just like themselves. It was probably

the Tunisian

army's chief of staff, General Rashid Ammar, who told Ben Al that
Sition was no

the dictatorsu

country,
longer tenable. Once Ben 'Ali left themaintaining

order
cna

The army is also credited with
to
otherwise have led 217-member
which
might
vacuum,
the ensuing political
for a
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modera
October,
o
n
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the secuia taking
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Moncef
Congress f
Marzouki,
is a noted
The new assembBy had to
draft a new
human
a workable
constitution
eflected
nisiatha
for Tunisia In January 2014, the balance between Islamist and secular
Tunisian
ideconstitutions in the Arab Assembly adopted one of the
the

Republic Party, whose leader.
activist.

rights

ologies.

most
world by 200 votes out
of
served
216.
during Ben 'Ali's rule as
Beji
Caid Essebsi,
Can
foreign
the recent
election. After the Arab minister, was
elected in
ecicvented himself a presidential
technocrat. His secular Nida' Tunis Spring, Essebsi
p r o g r e s s i v e .

who

reinParty henefited from the popular backlash
sia)

(Call

for Tuni-

against al-Nahda and other

October 2014, Essebsi's party defeated
al-Nahda in the
egislative elections, allowing secular control of the

Islamic voices. In

government.

Egypt
The Fovotians had long borne the dictatorship of Husni

Mubarak, an air

force officer who took charge after the 1981 assassination of Anwar al-Sadat.

Faypt's economic growth was impressive, but the gap had widened between rich and poor and the country's mood was sullen. A strike by tex-

tile workers in the industrial city of al-Mahalla al-Kubra inspired a student

group to found the 6 April Movement to support them. In 2010 the brutal
police murder of a young Alexandria businessman, Khalid Said, and the

ensuing cover-up angered many Egyptians. Some of this anger was vented
in demonstrations organized via the Internet,
notably on a Facebook page

called "We Are All Khalid Sa'id." Though electronic social networking cer-

tainly facilitated Egype's protest movement, it is an exaggeration to say that
it caused these
protests. It was high prices of food and fuel, unemployment
economic despair, repression, and corruption that sparked them.
Wikileaks released US government cables revealing the depth of Egyptian
corruption in January 2011. This only increased popular anger in Egypt. io
quote Mohamed Elbaradei, the former director of the International Atomic
nergy Agency, who had returned to his native Egypt in 2010, "When you
VE half of the Cairenes in slums, when you don't have clean water, wnen
u

don't have a sewer system, when you don't have electricity, and on top

of that you live under one of the most repressive regimes right now... well,

PAr all that together, and it's a ticking bomb. It's not a question of threat; ita
looking around at the present environment
of
DOn
rational prognosis."
It is aga

ept UseSt
users of

this

background that Egyptian activists,

and making

some

of them

ad-

socia networking on the Internet, were inspired by events
O SOcial
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Tunisia. On

January, a day Mubarak had set aside to honor th
many citizens took to the streets in what they labeled a Day of Rthe p e
of Rage, pro
25

testing abuses ascribed to some of the police. Soon demonstrati s were
Pro.

taking place daily in Cairo (centered at the famous Tahrir Saua
exandria, Suez, Ismailia, and elsewhere. As in Tunisia,
nisia, large numbe

Square), Al.

lawyers and students joined the protests.

The Mubarak regime initially responded with tear
gas and water
nons to control the crowds. Then the authorities tried
canto black
and
cell
ternet
phone communications. The regime targeted jiourna Inboth foreign and domestic, for physical abuse and arrest. As
time went

police violence escalated. Finally, the Egyptian army was ordered
onto s
streets of Cairo, Alexandria, and Suez as a show of
force, but the soldiaothe
diers
refused to stifle the protests. None of these moves deterred
the protester
sters.
At this point, Mubarak
began to dismiss and replace members of his ro.
in
gime the hope that superficial changes would placate the public.
He fined
his cabinet on 29 January and
appointed Omar Suleiman, his intelligence
chief, vice president with orders to manage the
emergency. On 1 Februarv
he

promised not to run for re-election and to revise the Constitution. He

also reduced food

prices. But the situation had already gone too far.

Elba
radei, hailed by many Egyptians as a possible candidate for the
presidency
told the protesters amassed in Tahrir
Square that they "have taken back

[their) rights" and that they could not go back. By then the people were de
manding Mubarak's resignation and an end to his dictatorship. Cosmetic

changes would not work.
By 2 February, the regime was attacking protesters with live
ammuni
tion and army tanks now rumbled onto the streets, as well as
Mubarak's

thugs riding horses and camels. It was during the following week that
Egyptian army leaders decided that they could not order the troops to at
tack the protesting crowds. As in Tunisia, Egypt's army is a conscript one.
The troops came from the same general background as the protesters. This
decision probably precipitated Mubarak's 11 February

announcement

that he would resign and turn power over to the Supreme Council of the
Armed Forces (SCAF). The army commanders promised a speedy proc

that would lead to a democratic

government.

Egypt held staggered elections for a lower house of Parliament at the
end of 2011 and the beginning of 2012. The results, even more so than

Tunisia, tavored the Islamists. Egypt's Freedom and Justice Pary (Hizb
al-Hurriya wa al-Adala), affiliated with the country's Muslim Brotnets

got 47 percent of the votes, while the hard-line Salafís' Nour (Lightr
8ot 29 percent. The Salafis are ultraconservative Islamists who0 share

Islamic background with the Muslim Brothers, whichthey supportcu
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et they espouse a stricte version of Islam. The Salafis later supMubarak

ed the

porte

Kutla

military coup

al-Misriya), a
ofthe
the vote. The

nt of

( a l - K u t l a

8.9

against Morsi. The liberal Egyptian Bloc Coalition
coalition of three small liberal
parties, only man-

percent

Parliament,
f Egypt's Parliame

ged

P r e s i d e n t i a l

elections for the Shura Council,

or

upper

held in February 2012, produced similar re-

elections took place in May and June 2012. Mohamed

sults.
sulshe candidate of the Muslim Brothers, narrowly defeated Ahmed

was favored by SCAF, but the ruling military had already
by dissolving Parliament, issuing an interim condMorsi's triumph
the presidene's powers.
and limiting
did not end the Egyptian revolt. Since February 2011
These
Thes elections
have occurred many times in Tahrir Square, and the
some protesters and detained and tortured
Ans have killed and injured

Morsi,

Shafik,

who

blunted.

stitution,

lemonstrationsi

mass

troops

others

civilian

The

stubbornly refused to submit to any
Ever since the Egyptian military deposed King Faruq

military, led by

government.

its office

in 1952,
Gamal

have

SCAF,

seen

of modern
the military coup against the king

themselves

as

Abd al-Nasir, who led
Egypt.
the country's president,
later became

and

the heart and soul

was

arguably modern Egypt's

their considerable
leader. 'The officers' self-perception, plus
most popular
the top of the nation's social
economy, sets them at
stake in the Egyptian
who was imdid not change with the fall of Mubarak,
order. This attitude
convicted for ordering the use of lethal force against
prisoned, tried, and
Mubarak and his
some 880 deaths. In 2014,
the demonstrators, causing
sons were

retried and

acquitted of this charge.

Islamist government would be
However, the power balance

likely that the newly elected
officers.
overshadowed by SCAF's military
It seemed

shifted after mysterious attackers

killed sixteen Egyptian soldiers in

northto

President
managed
August 2012. Within days
who was
al-Tantawi,
Muhammad Husayn
pressure the SCAF chairman,
from Mubarakks
also his defense minister and had been acting president
Morsi

ern Sinai in early

s

sgnation

stat. In the early
ne

with the army Cnie
inauguration, to retire, along
witn
the military cooperated
revolution,
stages ofthe

to Morsi's

Muslim

Brothers,

whom millions of

Egyptians

voted into power.

aftera
were aborted
ana
more disorganized,

Wever, the Muslim Brothers' political aspirations

weaker,

government, leaving Egypt
nept
Iess
than before the Arab Spring.
prosperous
In
2013, Tamarod (or Tamarrud), a popular movement opposing
the

Muslim Brothers, working with

many other

society
presifor early pres
calling for
calling

political and

groups, collected more than 20 million signaturess

civil

coup against

tial elections. Tamarod went so far as to support a military
clashes
that resulted in
Morsi. On June,
demonstrations
30 Jun after a
of
wave
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between supporters of Islamists and Tamarod, the military

Fattah al-Sisi, himself appointed by Morsi, issued

Egyptian political leadership until 3 July to

an

led by Abdel
ultimatumAbde
tum that gave

meet the
onstrators, especially the resignation of President Morsi, ne of the dem
and parliament elections, and the dratting of a new
dentia
Morsi refused to step down, the EgEYptian army
Wh
overthrew
Adly Mansour interim head of Egypt, and began jailing himWhenen
leaders and supporters. A wave of violence
and
the y
ers was banned. The
army increased its control over
Egyptian
Sisi became
president on 8 June 2014, following an election
in whi once
Islamist was allowed to run. The
army was back in power.
guard maintains political and economic contro over the The
mestic and foreign policies. And the
s dopeople no longer rally in
Tahrir Sona

demands
Morsi, new

presidential
constitution.
ppointed
followed, Muslim
MuslimBrothers
politicsBroth
Egyptia

government

Square.

Syria
almost half a century
Syria has had a
Ba'ath Party, which has been controlled dictatorship under the sernlarar
by the Assad
The Assads
since 1970,
belong to Syria's minority Alawite sect. An family
offshoot
of Shiite
Islam, the Alawites make up about 12
of the

For

percent

country's

Muslim, the Alawites best population
hope for advancement was in the military. Over time
came to dominate
they
armed forces and eventually also to control
Syria's
its state
security services.
Syria shares the same domestic
as other Arab
problems
countries under authoritarian
regimes, including economic issues.
Viewed by Sunnis

as

not

even

Over the past forty
regime has moved from socialism toward a free-market
econ
omy, which has resulted in a cutting of state
subsidies for basic goods,
leading to a harder life for the p0or. Freer trade has put local industries

years, the

and crafts out of business,
raising the unemployment rate. Ethno-religious
tensions have also persisted. Alawite control of the
government is resented
by the Sunni majority, a growing number of whom have turned to Islamic

fundamentalism. About 9 percent of the Syrian population is Kurdish, and
they have rebelled several times. The regime kept a lid on these problems

through widespread repression. For fifty years the Ba'ath Party ruled un
der the Emergency Law, which denied
any constitutional protection to ne

poor. Syria's police and army have used their unlimited power of arest

and detention to silence all
opposition.

As in other Arab countries, the events of 2011 were preceded byspo
at

radic protests and recent rebellions. For Syria, the famous atrocity, 01
actions of its securi
serves as a
for

unfortunately

precedent

thejpresent
the
services, was the government attack on the city of Hama. Hama wa
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of a conservative Sunni movement that launched a rebellion
strongholdof

Ba'ath dictatorship in
ecularBa'ath

1976. Resistance to the
regime
1982, when the Syrian army surrounded Hama and, using tanks

againstt h e

lasted
until

shelled the city

a n da
.rtilery, shelled

scriminately. As many as 25,000 citizens

Kurdishand Arab riotsthat erupted in 2004 and 2010 were also

history helps explain

This history

wereki
s u p p r e s s e d

rutally
violence

the

defend its dictatorship.

regime's willingness to

to

ort
rsor
Small protests began in Syria in late January 2011. Because they drew
resor?

to

attention, in early February Al Jazeera dubbed Syria "a kingdom of

Fite n v in mid-March did the protests spread. On 15 March simul

ittle

silence

demonstrations, bviously coordinated, erupted in various Syrian

aThree days later, following communal Friday prayers, thousands of

cities.Three

monstrators took to the streets across the country to demand an end
uption. This protest was centered in Dar'a a provincial capital in

demonstrat

corruption.

to
Southern
Syria near its Jordanian border. By 20 March, protesters in Dar'a
and the local Ba'ath Party headsetting fire to government buildings

were
were

arters. Protests against corruption were now joined by demands for an

end to the Emergency Law and the release of political prisoners. These co-

ordinated demonstrations usually broke out on idays, pointing to Syria's
Musim Brothers as the instigators. The regime was quick to blame fundamentalists and "terrorists."

The government promptly called on the army to suppress the dissidents,

relving most on those divisions whose oficers and soldiers were mainly
Alawite. Recalling the 1982 Hama precedent, the regime began to use artillery, mortar rounds, and tank fire, as wel as rooftop snipers, in Dar'a and

esewhere. At the same time, though, the regime ofered concessions.
released two hundred political prisoners on 26 March and promised to end
the Emergency Law, which it did, at least in name, three weeks later. The
cabinet was reshufiled. Neither the pace nor the size of the demonstrations
abated. But the Assad regime managed to mount large counterdemonstrations throughout
in
of the
It was

Syria

support

government.

also in March that the demonstrations

against the regime took
On a new character. Some of the antigovernment protesters were armnead
Mn weapons that had been smuggled across the Lebanese border. Some
began to desert from the Syrian army. By June 2011 hundreds

soldie

security police had been killed in the uprising. Simultaneousiy,

anger a yrian
minorities, particularly Christians who supported the reCam
among
some protesters. Rising sectarian violence in >yria becCame a real
concern.

By October
protes leaders had formed the Syrian National Council
te
the

activities of both internal and external antigovernment
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groups. The council quickly won support from the United State

ident

Obama called on Assad to relinquish power, and
from
League, which suspended Syria's membership in Novex

as Pres-

the Arab

vember, allegedly
not complying with peace plan it had
suggested.
In December the Arab
sent
a

observers into
League
but tthe gov
efforts. They focused on the Syria, but
city
of
Ho8ov.
has both Sunni and Alawite
neighborhoods. Here Syrian
hich

ernment

stymied their

had clashed with
into a

deser
government forces, and the situation hadarmy
deterine

government siege of the city. Simultaneously, car
bombs riorated
Damascus, killing at least forty-four
people. The rising violenceexplodedin
Arab

caused the
League observers to withdraw.
Syrian army attacked Homs in
gered a UN Security Council resolution,February 2012. This in turn
proposed by the United States
and European Union,
for draconian
calling
economic sanctions on es
But this resolution was
vetoed by Russia and China. When
Svria
a
The

mission

finally let into Homs, having
week, it found
was

large-scale devastation.

been blocked for
The UN estimated

humanitarianan
more

than a

Syrian deaths at

23,375-30,850
August 2012. About
injured or imprisoned. There were 200,000half were civilians. Many were
refugees and 1.5 million dis
placed within Syria as of August 2012.
And the civil war in
Syria continues. In
and August 2012
Aleppo
experienced the same violence as in Homs. InJuly
August
2013, the Syrian army
was accused of
using chemical weapons against civilians in the
Damascus
suburbs. In early 2014, the United
Nations sponsored
talks
peace
between
the Syrian
government and the Syrian National Coalition in Geneva.
Representatives of both camps failed to
agree on an agenda and UN special
envoy Lakhdar Brahimi resigned. In June 2014, the
Syrian regime held elections in
areas.
as

of

government-controlled

Assad,

predictably, re-elected.
The regime lost much of its
northeastern territory to Islamist factions
of what came to be known as the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL,
also known as Islamic State of
Iraq and Syria, or ISIS). Mostly composed ot
Sunni extremist
fighters, backed by
officers who had
was

Iraqi army
formeryor
supported Saddam Husayn, ISIL took power in the Syrian governorate
Ragga, which became their capital. This military defeat by ISIL raised
reat
among Alawites, especially after ISIL fighters captured military bases and
8overnment troops (see Map 21.1). Under the leadership of their cau
Abu Bakr

al-Baghdadi, ISIL invaded Iraq and managed to capture

and threatened other

losul

Iraqi areas.
As a splinter of al-Qa'ida in
Iraq, ISIL became a key player in the yfew
an civil war after fighters from the Islamic State in Iraq (ISI) and aorces
i
al-Qa'ida-backed militants in Syria known as al-Nusra Front joineu
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in April 2013, despite the opposition of al-Nusra Front's leader

summer of 2014, ISIL seized Mosul and Tikrit and extended

ader. ByBy {the

ts poiticad

control over the majority of Sunni Iraq. On 29 June 2014, al-Ralitig

ghdadi an

nounced the creation of a caliphate under his authority, and IST

the Islamic State (1S) (see Box 21.1).
Using brutal tactics to strike fear among the popui

puiation, IS ighters

rey
convert t NOmen

violence against

on religious cleansing public kiling, and sexual vio
and children. They force Yazidis, Christians, and Jews
to convert
Jews to

interpretation of Islam, the alternatives being to pay a high tar r

their homes and property, or be killed. IS uses the Syrian city ofRa

its headquarters to launch its purportedly Islamic government

andon

Raggaa

institutior

and social and economic services. Based on rigid and literal inter
tions of Islam, IS rejects other Islamic views as deviations
riations from pureldreta-

pure

They proselytize and use violence to restore the early IslamiccalinIslam.
hate
and its religious foundations. After they threatened the Kurdish
Iraq, the Obama administration sent American troops to join withion
Arkof

supporters and Western allies to limit their growing influence.
ever,
thousands of foreign fighters continue to join them from all over the Arsh
world as well as the European Union. When Americans bombed IS troon
they retaliated by beheading foreign journalists and prisoners. The United
States and its allies also tried to cut off their funding and humanitarian
support. However, the Islamic State has survived and grown in 20142015, thanks to the porous borders of the European countries and Turkey.

In spite of so much opposition, Syria's regime has as many supporters
as enemies and could stay in power for a long time. In addition, the re
gime helda referendum on a new constitution that it claims willliberalize

Syrian politics and government. Such reforms will be hard to implement
as long as violence continues. But if the violence ends, the regime might
feel no need to carry them out. Support from outsiders, particularly the
United States, Sa'udi Arabia, and Qatar, may wel sustain the rebellon
it appears that this
the Assad
Indeed, as of this

against

regime.

writing

outside support has strengthened rebel forces to the point that the regime
cannot
cannot suppress them. Yet the rebels, divided into many factions,
defeat the government. The Syrian civil war seems endless.

Of all the Middle Eastern countries now challenged by popularuuprisings, we believe Syria matters most. Bordering on Iran, Lebanon, I
tate.

leading role historically in opposing the
As Iran's ally, it facilitates Iran's material support to Hizballah n

and Israel, it plays

a

no,

ebanon.

L

oroba

If Assad's regime falls, the power balance in the region will change.PRussia,
the
bly weakening Iran and Hizballah and also reducing

influence otku

which has strong political and economic reasons to keep Assaa in power.
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Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi

Box 21.1

Dorn

Region

the caliphate and Isla
Islam in

Interestingly, Abu Bakr
generally
recognized the

was

as
general
capital
declared himselfa caliph, the Islamic world respected and
had
powerful.
not known sucha BeKemal Ataturk abolished the caliphate in
1924.
position
The American forces captured and detained
in
d established a Sunni rebel
militia inal-Baghdadi February 2004 be
whic

were most

since

xuan Occupation of Iraq, the Unted states Falluja. In the early years of the

An

rid

army set up a number of
the infamous Abu
prison
Ghraib.
ved to Bucca prison, where more than 20,000
was
e held in twenty-four camps. Ihere he came toIraqi prisoners, mostly Sunnis,
know many members
of the
militant group al-Qaida.
Feeling politically and economically
marginalized by the
Shi'a of Iraq after the fall of Saddam Hussein, Iraqi Sunnis Americans and the
launched an insur
sency against the United States in central and western
of their country.
The Sunni revolt was led by remnants of the Ba'ath parts
Party and a new
of
fghters known as al-Qaida in lraq. Al-Baghdadi was one of their first group
recruits.
During his stay in Bucca, al-Baghdadi was a disciple of Abu Mus' ab
camps

aroun

Baghdad, such

as

Al-Baghdadi

al-Zarqawi.

Yet al-Baghdadi was independently respected
by many prisoners for his Islamic
knowledge and lineage. He holds a PhD in Islamic Studies from the Islamic Uni
versity of Baghdad, and he claims descent from the prophet's family. In addition
to his charismatic leadership, these attributes would legitimize his claim to be the
new caliph of the Islamic State in July 2014.
in December 2004, al- Baghdadi was released after a short period in Bucca.

ris good behavior in prison convinced the Americans that he did not pose any
threat to their control. Prison camps like Bucca, Abu Ghraib, and Camp Cropper
cuaDied many Sunni prisoners in the early years of the US occupation to torm a

communications network that would serve them after their release to launch an

nsurgency against the Americans and the Shi'ites who sided with them.

The

insurgency against the United States and the Shia began
f
o
a-Zarqawi, who had contacts with bin Laden and Ayman al-zZawanir the
Even though
al-Qa'ida. InIn 2006
200 the US
managed to kill al-Zarqawi.
Army

uprs
aless.

p o p u l a r

a n ,L e b a n o n ,
T u r k

by
ed

s t a e

Zionist
izballahi nLebanon
the
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change
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meric
bomb its civil and military positions
allies
ththe IS d
daily
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daily,alRaninues,
continues, of this writing, to control large part and
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and al-Bagh
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"Sdadi is still

countries,
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Islamic world
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Jordan
The Hashimite kingdom, to0, has been affected by the ho
ar unrest
economic condition
sweeping the Arab world.
has
About 12 percent of its workers are

Jordan's

unemployed, while 25

Neakened.

population lives in poverty. Inflated food and fuel prices, pero ent of the
stagna
and regressive taxes make lite worse for the
people.

Corruption salaries,

is
least at higher levels of government. Until
recently,
freedom
n of speech
and the right to demonstrate were limited.
Dissidents were arrested,
held
without due process, and usually tortured into
giving
confessionss.
Taking their cue from the uprisings in Tunisia and
Egypt, Ior

at

ans

began peaceful protests in late January 2011. These proteste 0ani
Jordani.

only from

the local Muslim Brothers, which, as
Came no
in Egypt, is
the
orOa
tion that can best fill the streets, but also from
ganizatrade unions
and
stud
At
least
when
groups.
mounting protests, Jordan's opposition groupsudent
shown that they can work
have
together. The initial demonstration acerhaw
on 26 January, and its demands
irred
were both economic
and political. Th
protesters blamed rising food prices on the policies of the
prime minister
Samir Rifai, and demanded his
did not
resignation.

They

challenge the
authority of King Abdallah II.
As one demonstration followed another and
spread from
other towns in the kingdom, the demands escalated. Soon Amman to
the

protesters
only sought the prime minister's resignation but also demanded
that
the office become an elected one (not
the
appointed by king). Another
demand was that the country restore its original 1952
constitution, which
not

had limited the

king's powers. What most worried the Jordanian authori

ties were the demands for change from groups traditionally identifed with

the monarchy, such as army officers and Bedouin tribes.
The king responded not with repression but with compromise. Ab
dallah II fired his prime minister and took steps to replace the rest of his
cabinet as well. He simultaneously announced a $650 million packageo
subsidies to reduce the impact of high food and fuel prices. He aso lbet
and
alized the laws that restricted demonstrations and use of the Internet,

he restricted contact between protesters and his own progovernmen
porters. Although these moves defused some of the anger behind the pro

tests, they could not solve Jordan's problems in the long run. The natione
the king's package
budget deficit, already quite high, will be raised by
internationa
a free-market
in
enmeshed
is
Because
the
subsidies.
country
economic network, this program is unsustainable.
dialogue comk
DOSals
The king then appointed a fifty-three-member
to draft prosaidto
leaders
and opposition
made up of government members
committee S
and greater civil liberties. The
Tor democratic reform
nittee
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ocG, but
but the
the ki
king has the power to accept or reject these
p r o g r e s s ,

making

Islamic Action Front(Jabhat

retorms.
TheI s t
be

and the poitical wing of the Muslim Brothers in Jordan,

a n d the

groups

committee so far. If the committee manages to come

st

the
pror

al-Amal al-Islami), the largest of

h a s
n o t
b a c k e d

ms,
acceptable reforms

its success will probably blunt Jordan's protest

up
wit

movement.
Twofear

factors

citizens

subdue

can see

the

Jordanian protests. Jordan is next to Syria.

the Syrian violence nightly on their TV news,

the same thing. Jordan is also afraid ofupsetfewwant balance between its Palestinians and the Jordanians of
and
and
e licate
East Bankers). If this balance fails, Israel
tingheritage (the so-called
ian

to

experience

t i n gt h e d e l i c a t

by labelling Jordan
reforms
by the king, such as
mithe Palestinian state. Structural electedpromised
one and forming the cabinet
minister office an
Palestinian claims
might counter Pale

Bedouin

to the West Bank

as

making the prime

have been slow coming. Sporadic protests
pa
members ofparliament,
his reforms, people will conclude that
continued. If the king delays
Jordanian protests to spin out of control.
are false causing
his promises
more than a million refugees from neighborDespite having taken in
has skillfully managed its political
Jordan's government
and
Iraq,
ing Syria
involved in the politics of its
crisis. It has avoided becoming
economic
and
continues to silently suppress politiat least publicly, and
Arab neighbors,

m
from

in

members

have continued.

cal dissent.

Yemen

Arab country and one of the most
The Republic of Yemen is the poorest
tribal factions and these are in
unstable. Its population is organized into
of the South. These
turn divided between tribes of the North and those
Yemen

was

recently
regions have been united only since
in the Yemeni
marshal
Tuied by a
strongman, 'Ali Abdallah Salih. A field
Yemen from 1978 to 1990.
my, Salih had also been president of North Yemen.
initially foAlthough
out in
broke
2011
protests
on 28 January
centered on President
on economic issues, the Yemeni protests soon
TWO

1990. Until

the Constitution

s suPporters in the Parliament wanted to amendled to the
unrav
to serve as president for life. This effort
mt Salih
actional coalition that had long supported Salih's rule. soon

desertions from the government, as well as from the armed forces, swelled

the p oest movement and pushed the country toward possible civil war.

1onstrations erupted
erupt in San'a, the country's capital, and in its major
and
provincial cities. They
orgatens of thousands of people
were

ed
zed

under such colorful
names as a Day of Rage, a Friday of Anger, and
ey drew
under
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Friday of No

a

Return. Forces

loyal

to the president ofa
ten

hundreds
with lethal weapons, and

suppressed the

died,

protestors
In late April the Gulf Cooperation Council (to which Yen

men does

does
fav
his vice
president in exchange for immunity from prosecution. Salih of his

that
belong) issued a proposal

called on Salih to

back out
GCC proposal three times, onlyto

at

resign

in

the last mome

agreed to the

devi,
ous behavior cost the president some of his remaining allies snt. This dey
or instance,
Shaykh Sadiq al-Ahmar, head of the powerfui Hashid tribal e tance

ederation,

broke with the government and joined the opposition.

Heavy street fighting disrupted lite in San'a throughout May.O.

a bomb exploded in the palace mosque while Salih and other

une
ther officials were
praying. Saleh was seriously injured and subsequently taken to Sa'u

bia for medical treatment. The fighting died down in his ahsen

Yemenis hoped he would never return.
It was not until November that a partially recovered
Salih
Salih was
was

finally
power-transter agreement that was once again a prod.
of GCC mediation. Although this would finally remove
Salih from no
induced to sign a

power,
satisfy most of those who had spent the last year
protesting in
the streets. They particularly resented
granting Salih immunity from Dro

it

did not

ecution for killing some of the protesters.
The turmoil that characterized Yemen in 2011 and
2012 had additional
As
law
and
order
broke down, local
consequences.

groups affiliated

with
al-Qa'ida became active. This in turn drew covert US agents to Yemen,

making it a

front in the War on Terrorism and
causing the death and injury not only of alleged terrorists but also of innocent Yemeni civilians,
Even many Americans were shocked when a
pilotless drone killed a

sus-

pected terrorist, Anwar al-Awlaki, who was a US citizen.
Following Salih's fall from power, presidential elections were held in
February 2012, but Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi, who had been Salih's vice
president, was the only candidate on the ballot. This sparked new protests,
particularly in southern Yemen, where the people, more urban and s
phisticated than those of the North, want democratic government, autor"
omy, and possibly independence.
Hadi fell from power in January 2015. Despite the effort ofthe GCL0

control the political turmoil in Yemen in the wake of the Arabuprsu
the rise of the Houthis, a Shi'a group (also known as Ansar
this
ated anxiety in its Sa'udi neighbor, which presumed that
main
group. The Houthis recently captured thecapital San'a and

Alan

Iran conhem
northern

port of Hodeida, expanding their political dominancebeyond tnehe
and the
of Saada, their traditional capital. The only benefit that the Sa
West could see in the rise ofthe Houthis is their opposition

al-Qa ida

eross

he Region
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political
control is apt to
and have larger deological
the
intensify
that
for
consequences
believe
the
Sunni-Shi'a
many
issues emain
rabs belie
vbs
remain
region.
who

Yemen.

However, their

divide

unresolved: democratic reform,
and the
protests,
reform,
gap
Many Yemenis will, therefor

justicefor

were kil
led in
killed

were

those

remain

between

rich and
Tunisians, Egyptians,.Syrians, and Jordanians.restive. As, indeed, will
poor.

many

Bahrain

island kingdom

of Bahrain in the
Persian Gulf, once
ruled by
has since 1786 been ruled by the Khalifa
and
family,
the
Al
current
Isa Khalifa. Many of the
kingdom's
troubles stem fromking
the
the
are
halifas
Sunni, almost two-thirds
fact
fact that, although
of
are Shi'ite. For
Bahrain's
the Shîa have
suffered religious, polit
al, and economic discrimination from their Sunni masters, who control
OVernment, major businesses, and the army and other security forces.
Inspired by the uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt, protests began in Bahrain on 14 February 2011. The date was the tenth
anniversary of the nation's
The

small

persiahn

generations,

initial, if inadequate, constitution, more popularly known as the National
Action Charter. The initial protests, mainly by young people, were
peaceful

and orderly and called for steps toward a more just government and the

investigation of widespread corruption in the existing regime.
These demonstrations were met with massive repressive force. The

heart of the protests, a central intersection in Manama, its capital, wasat
tacked by the police, resulting in many injuries and some deaths. Its landmark statue, known as "The Pearl Roundabout, was then dismantled by

government order to prevent it from serving as a future rallying point.
Despite the repression, mass protests continued, sometimes drawing hun-

dreds of thousands of citizens. The government responded by dismissing a
ew minor officials and releasing some political prisoners, but it offered no

substantial reforms to the people.

escalated their demands. By March they
It was at
for replacing the monarchy with a democratic republic.
died
and called in
a t point that the Bahraini authorities declared martial law

onsequently, the protesters

Arabia and some of tne
Sa'udi
from
Sde help. By
of the Bahraini
Manama at the request
into
were pouring
arrested thou
tnou
Overnm
its violence and
as
government stepped up
the
ent,
mid-March

troops

ulfemirates

C
sands of Bahrainis.

repression

was

re

Borders.

unsettling
Without
and Doctors
was
ights
Physicians for Human
that the government
stated
Espected humanitarian groups

Ported b

These

violent
features of the

more
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systematically detaining, torturing and charging with crimes

ical per

sonnel who treated protesters. This action stands out as an extra
me
example
of the repressive tactics used against Arab Spring demonstrators
hple

througnes

out the region and may lead to future charges of war crime ough
against humanity before the International Criminal Court 1 r Crim

arly Apil

2011 the government shut down the country's only independen newsAp
paper, al-Wasat (Center), and systematically tore down
wn

Shi'ite historica

brical

sites, including thirty ancient mosques.

By the end of May, when King Hamad thought that his regima
me h
ficiently cowed the Shi'ites, he called for "a national

su
dialogue"
This turned
by most

very superficial process
opposition
an
also
commissioned
king
independent investigation of policeoups.
behavior
the
army
during
protests. Predictably, this report showed
government agents had consistently used excessive force, includino that
ture. Little has come from this report except that the
kingdom hired stor
Some
notorious "hard-line" police chiefs from the United States and
Europe tto
advise the Bahraini police.
Bahrain remains tense, and its regime precarious. In
February 2012
new demonstrations broke out,
marking the
of the

out to be

dismissed

a

The

protests. They, too,

ported

were

violently suppressed,

ned
nvestigation of police

anniversary
but more

original

protests were re

in March. Some Sa'udi and United Arab Emirates
forces remain
in Bahrain, and the island kingdom also continues to host
the US Fith
Fleet, which naturally causes Washington to support the
existing

regime

Despite intermittent incidents of violence against the regime, Bahrain has
succeeded until now in suppressing its opposition. The crackdown en-

larged the gap between Sunni and Shi'a populations, as the protests were
largely led by Shi'a Muslims demanding political participation. The gov
ernment responded to these calls by arresting activists,
religious leaders
and human

rights advocates on the grounds of national security.

Libya
LIke Bahrain, Libya's experience of protest was skewed by toreign n

vention. However, unlike Bahrain, the intervention in Libya came on tne

side of the protesters. The protests began in the eastern city of Bengnals

which complained that Libya's government favored the western provintc
The early stages of Libya's revolt had strong sectional and tribalove
not unlike what happened in Yemen.
Protests against Qadhafi's repressive regime erupted on 18 Fev 1ary
sOon

2011 in

Benghazi and also in Bayda, where clashes with tne pntris

turned violent. Unlike the experience in other Middle Eastern cou
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Libyan protesters
nrotesters oofteri Overwhelmed the security forces, capturLibyai"e
ofte
often savagely killed. Other elements of the
who
security
e,
the proteste:
to the
protesters. Within days, the entire eastern region of
defected
n

however,I
er,

were

i n gs o .

lion, and

rebellio

f o r c e s

was

in

open

new

protests were cropping

up closer

to

L
ie
bc
ya
ap i t a l , T r i p o l i .
th

Capital.
The government
ent lalaunched a

counteroftensive in early March.
Although
was often heavy, the regime's army made steady progress,
and

thefighting

of the month|loyalist forces

middle.

hw the m
by
then,
the

It was
It

on

17
17

in Liby
Libyan

was

zone

in

March,

that the UN

were

approaching Benghazi.

Security Council imposed a noairspace-purportedly to prevent widespread civilian

ty
a n d a few
few days later imposed a naval blockade on the Libyan
casualties-and
fly

Casu Nevertheless, government forces entered Benghazi on 19 March. In

sisting the government assault, Libyan rebels used captured government

Coast.

rraft, but this violation of the no-tly zone resolution was ignored by UN

resentatives. Instead, NATO warplanes, aided by planes from the Gulf
on
side of the rebels.
mirate of Qatar, entered the fray the

NATO intervention in Libya may well have been opportunistic. In the
was one of the most vilified Arab leaders. He
West Mu'ammar al-Qadhafi
and most hated in the West for his alleged role in the 1988
was best known
destruction of Pan Am flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland. Whatever the
motivation behind the rapid rallying of Western countries to press for a
favor were suspect. The rationale for
UN resolution, their arguments in its
both the no-fly zone and the intervention by NATO warplanes was that

these actions would prevent a mass slaughter of noncombatants by venge-

fulgovernment troops. Yet the fighting had been going on for

month, and

both sides had killed or wounded many civilians. Indeed, the introduction
of high-speed jet fighters into often urban-based battles could only raise

the rate of "collateral damage." When this inevitably occurred, Russia and

China, both having backed the original UN resolution, balked and complained that the NATO command had overstepped the bounds of the res-

Onand was now bent on regime change, not protection of civilians.
Clearly, regime change had always been what the West sought in Libya, and

when it appeared that Qadhafi's forces would win, the resolution was intro-

$ o that NATO could go in. But we must note that the Arab League

Dacked the rebels, for few of the Arab heads of state liked Qadhafi.

At any rate, NATO intervention, under cover of the UN resolution,

h nged

the fortunes of war in Libya. Very quickly, both the Libyan air

Menear defense
of

systems

were

destroyed, and the advancing gov-

orces began to retreat. From late March on into the summer

2011, rebel forces,

and naval

aircraft
consistently supported by NATO
Vessels.
vessels, slowly
wo
WOre down the dwindling troops loyal to the regime.

By
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mid-August Tripoli was surrounded. NATO helicopter gunshine

hips

tive in the fighting.

ere ac-

the regime had fallen. Qachafi
himself wa
tured and murdered in the streets. The Western countrie
involve
assault on Libya had helped realize the defeat of a dictator. Unfo

By early September

this did not make

Libya

caphe

sfortunatstrongely,

stable democratic nation.
Lackin
the centrifugal forces inherent in
the
a

a
central government,
nation'
makeup became evident. After Qadhafi's remaining
troops
Misrata, rebel fighters entered Tripoli on 21
August 2011. Mustafs
Mustafa t
deljalil, the National Transitional Council (NTC) leader, declaredth At
of Qadhafi's rule in October 2011. It was not until
end
2012
transitional government could gain sufficient controlJulyover that I ib
the cOunte
hold elections for a national
to
to
the
congress

withdretribal

Libya's

replace NTC.
transitional government officially handed power over to the In Augustt the

Liberal secularists won the election,
of the Liberal National Front
Party
on

8

were

August

new

and

2012. Nonetheless,
Libya remained unstable,
still armed and
one
another for control
fought

resources.
On 8 September

Conpree

Mohammed Yousef al-Mapaia
riaf
was chosen as
interim head of state
tate
over

2012, rebels attacked the US mission in

ing Ambassador Christopher Stevens and three other

the tribee
territory and
as

Benghazi, kil.

Americans. After he

failed to form a government,
Magariaf resigned, and 'Ali Zeidan took over
and his government was sworn in on 15 October
2012. Yet, amid secu

rity concerns Western countries began withdrawing their

diplomatic staff
from Libya. 'Ali Zeidan was kidnapped for a short
time, before his release
on 10 October 2013. In 2014, Ansar
al-Shari'a, an Islamic group, began
a series of
military clashes with the army. On 17 February 2014 as Libya
marked the third anniversary of its
uprisings against Qadhafi, Libyans
went to the polls to vote for a new constitution.
Fighting erupted between

Islamic groups and the army, the Parliament was burned to the
ground,
and the airport was attacked.
workers
to
flee
to
Foreign
began
Libya Egypt
and Tunisia. Political factions with military wings emerged. Groups close
to ISIL drew support from members of
al-Qa'ida in the Islamic Maghreb
(AQIM) and attacked institutions of the government in Derna and 1np;

oli. Only time will tell if all violence and death that followed the defeatot
the Qadhafi regime was worth it.

Palestinians
Ifthe Palestinians under ocupation drew hope and energy from tne
ular revolts in

Tunisia, Egypt, and elsewhere, it is partly because

ey

had

REDeis0ns. ross the egion
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Such uprisings. Years
earlier,
tinians had started the

t u a l l yp i o n e e r e d
2000, t h e Palest.

against

tests

specifically in 1987 and
Intifadas,
which
were
occupation. In both of
popular prothese
regime that was quite

the Israeli

crusheu neriod. UnJnlike
d by

a

w e r e

extended

over

period.

an

uprPopula

uprisings,
gs,
quite willing toto use
protests
use
wilhese

present cire
tactics
circumstances inrepressive
the

PIEsent

by Israe>'s

Arab coundraws
government
less
ion than does that applied by Arab regi
outside
olent

tries,

repression

condemunder
Israeli rule
The
that the
acknowledge
ing) Authority is corrupt, but
Palestinian
the
main
(Selfissues that
goad them
Israel's policies of economic
revolt
and severe
into
deprivation
sion. Israel maintains large police and military forces, which have norepresties to

nation

Palestinians

are

Palestinian people and whose members have been trained from childto view them as deadly enemies and ethnic inferiors. The oppressors
gnificant support from the United States and other outside govern-

the

nfs. which supply Israel with both financial and military assistance and

ments

diplomatic support. In snort, Palestinian conditions in the occupied terri-

e s are different from and harsher than those of the protesters in Tunior Jordan.
sia, Egypt, Syria,
Nevertheless, the Palestinians were encouraged by recent events be-

As a
of the general upheaval in the
Arab world, Palestinian youths came together in an organization called the

yond the occupied territories.

result

15 March Movement. Named for the day in 2011 when Palestinian youths
mounted demonstrations throughout the occupied territories to force a
reconciliation between Hamas and Fatah, the

movement

succeeded, but

only temporarily.

Like their Tunisian and Egyptian counterparts, Palestinian protest

just
democratic government. They protested against
groups demanded
in the West Bank of
Israel's policies but also the authoritarian behavior
in Gaza, has no electoral
the Palestinian Authority, which, unlike Hamas
of PalestinMovement also demanded the right
March
The
15
legitimacy.
to the Palestine
scattered throughout the world to elect representatives
not

ans

National Council.

Morale was high,
Py a

Palestinians who expecte

particularly among young
future. A recent

decisive role in their

P o s t , revealed

Marwan

own

that m o r e

Barghuti,

now

in

Palestinians
an

poll, reported n

under Israeli

than
Israeli prison,

e
Authority or Hamas. Spreading
Sanctions
Rrowin
estment, and
wing

worldwide
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control

either
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works in progress.
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